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Forex Trading Success Formula 

Part 1 Module 3 

The Basics and Getting Started 

Welcome to Module 3 of our Forex Trading Success Formula.  The first thing you 

need to make sure you know, and are familiar with, is how the Currency Markets 

function/operate/work etc. 

If you haven’t already done so then I recommend you go to the ‘Learn’ section on our 

website and watch and read the various videos and articles: 

Lesson 1:  The Basics  (Short Video - with thanks to the US NF) 

Lesson 2:  An Introduction To Currency (Forex) Trading. (Article) 

The Market and the Market Makers 

I want you to think hard about how the Forex or any financial market works.  In order 
for there to be a Market, where people buy and sell something, someone or some 
business has to actually make the facility to trade, in whatever that market buys and 
sells, available and accessible to those people or traders of that market. 

These companies or banks are known as Market Makers and they make the market 
for a purpose and that is to run it as a business in order to make money.  They 
make money from either commission or the ‘spread’ which is the difference between 
the buy and sell price at any given moment and can vary.  In theory when you buy a 
currency pair another trader is on the other side of the trade who sells it to you, but 
often it is the actual Market Maker who is on the other side of your trade providing 
the liquidity for people to be able to buy and sell whenever they choose to do so.  
This means that at some point the Market Maker may need to periodically release 
some of their trades in profit so the Market Maker has to try and drive the market in 
their favour in order to release that profit.  Secondly, if price hits your stops then if 
the Market Maker is on the opposite side of the trade then where do think that loss 
you made goes?  To the Market Maker as a profit, thank you very much!   

So anyone, particularly novice retail traders (e.g. Joe Public) who trade on the lower 
timeframes who aren’t experienced can easily get caught up in the so called ‘Market 
Noise’ which includes some of the Market Makers’ tricks to relieve you of your hard 
earned money.  Also, have you noticed that when you enter a trade and manage to 
move to break even so you can’t lose any money, the market then comes right back 
to take out that break even stop before moving away again in the direction of your 
trade, but without you onboard! 

So from this point on I want you to always believe that the Market Maker is on the 
opposite side of your trade and wants your money more than anything else, so they 
can add it to their profits.  This should help you to be able to seek better entries to 
trades where the odds are more stacked in your favour.  Don’t place your stop a  
couple of pips beyond a recent high or low from that day or yesterday as that is 
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where price is likely to go in the near future and guess who is going to bank the 
profits?!   Get the idea?  I hope so. 

The Broker 

Now in order to trade ones needs a platform from which to do so, this is where the 
Broker comes in as they provide the trading platform such as MT4 and as well as 
providing various platforms and trading accounts they also provide a Demo account 
facility for people to practice in before trading real money.  Please, please, trade in a 
Demo account and establish a track record of profitable trading over a period of 
6months to a year before attempting to trade with your hard earned money in a Live 
account.   

The Broker provides the connections into the Market Makers (The Big Banks) and 
makes money by adding a little bit more onto the ‘spread’.  It is in the long term 
interests of any reputable Broker to ensure your longevity in the trading world, 
because the longer you are trading, the more money the Broker is going to make 
from you. 

However, some Brokers don’t appear to want this and just burn through a constant 
stream of new clients.  If a Broker is offering you money in your account to start 
trading with them please read the Terms and Conditions very carefully as this will 
probably require you to turn over a LOT of trades before you can get your hands on 
that ‘incentive’ and withdraw it, by which time you will have probably blown the 
account up. 

You want a Broker with reasonable spreads and a good stable trading platform and 
excellent back office support.  But above all you want a Broker that is regulated in 
your own country. Which in the UK means they are answerable and accountable to 
the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and must keep client trading funds 
segregated from their own company funds and guarantee, up to a sizeable figure, 
your money back, should the Broker go out of business.  This has actually happened 
to me and yes I got all my money back, although it took some form filling and a 
period of time for the refund to happen. 

In this day and age of online money management it also helps if you can make 
online deposits/withdrawals/transfer money between accounts and so forth so ask if 
that facility is available as well, after all it is your money! 

Here are 2 Brokers that we use and recommend but it is by no means restricted to 
these 2: 

Broker 1 

Broker 2 

If you choose either of the above brokers make sure you open a Demo and or Live 
account using their UK Based Offices/websites.  Broker 1 has no time restrictions on 
the use of their MT4 Demo Account as of Feb 2022, but this could change. So 
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please do your research, don’t be afraid to pick up the phone and talk to them but 
avoid any pressure salesmen! 

Trading Platform – MT4 

Ok, so that is Markets, Market Makers and Brokers covered, so let’s assume you 
have signed up for a Demo account and received your email links and downloaded 
the MT4 Demo Platform from your chosen Broker.  You now need to spend some 
quality time playing around with the MT4 Platform in order to get to know its’ 
functions, how to set it up and how to use it to make a trade.  By all means go and 
have a look at some YouTube videos but there will probably be videos on the 
Brokers website and you won’t go far wrong by watching my videos in the ‘Learn’ 
section of my website: 

Lesson 3:  How to set up and get the best out of the MT4 Platform - 1hr plus Video 
which may take a little time to load. 

Lesson 4:  Learn Video – Placing Orders on the MT4 Platform 

Lesson 5:  How to Setup and Use Your Fibs Tools Correctly 

Once you have done all the above you will be ready for our next Module on Support 

& Resistance and how to use it your advantage in trading, and no I don’t just mean 

trend lines.  We will be going right into how the market works and how the big 

players trade and help you to really understand what moves the markets. 

So there is a fair bit of Homework in this current module but please take action and 

get your Demo MT4 Platform all set up and ready to go for next week. 

Thanks for reading. 

 

If you need help with your development as a trader then you might consider a 
Personal Trading Mentorship Programme. 
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